Dementia in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people

An urgent imperative to close the gap

The article by Li and colleagues in this issue of the Journal highlights an important emerging public health problem for Australia’s Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander population that incorporates many health issues relevant to the “close the gap” initiative.

The results of the prevalence study of dementia in the Indigenous population of the Northern Territory over 45 years of age show that they experience dementia at a much higher rate compared with other Australians. This is consistent with another recent review from the Kimberley, Western Australia, that showed that the prevalence of dementia in the Indigenous population in that area was five times greater than in the non-Indigenous population, and that dementia occurred at an earlier age. The ongoing Koori Growing Old Well Study of Indigenous communities in New South Wales, led by Tony Broe of Neuroscience Research Australia, has also found a prevalence rate of dementia in older people resident in these communities of about three times the prevalence in non-Indigenous Australians. A particular concern related to the NT study is the finding of higher incidence rates of dementia for the younger Aboriginal male and female Territorians in the 45–64 years age group.

There are a number of factors across the life span of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people that are likely to affect this disturbing trend. One such factor may be high rates of intellectual disability in children (at double the rate of other residents) recently identified in the Kimberley region. Early health risk factors such as higher rates of obstetric complications in young mothers, low-birthweight babies, childhood malnutrition and retarded growth along with reduced participation in education may be predisposing factors to this unfortunate phenomenon in addition to being risk factors for later dementia.

Other abnormal health risk factors in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, such as double the rate of traumatic injury, higher rates of smoking and markedly increased rates of chronic illness such as diabetes and cardiovascular and renal disease, are further likely contributing factors.

With higher rates of problematic alcohol misuse generally being reported in Indigenous Australians, the role of such alcohol misuse in the increasing prevalence of dementia is of particular concern. The contribution of fetal alcohol syndrome as a cause of intellectual disability (with its potential contribution to the above noted increased rates of intellectual disability in younger Indigenous Australians) is also being increasingly recognised in WA and the NT. Alcohol as a specific contributor to dementia was noted in 7.4% of Indigenous Australians in the NT study and problematic alcohol misuse was also noted in just under half the people affected by dementia in the Kimberley study.

The actual diagnostic categories of dementia, in the context of the reluctance of many Indigenous Australians to have routine autopsy performed on family, in addition to cultural and language factors that may affect a specific diagnosis, may be difficult to validate in Indigenous Australians. This is typified by the NT study that noted that “documented” Alzheimer disease and vascular dementia made up only about 35% of the total Indigenous dementia group, when the actual rate is likely to be higher.

A contribution that may assist with more accurate diagnosis is the development of appropriate, culturally relevant screening tools for defining cognitive impairment in the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander population. The Kimberley Indigenous Cognitive Assessment is an example of such a tool.

Many of the contributing health risk factors are still active and a target of the “close the gap” health initiative for Indigenous Australians. It is therefore imperative that a broad-based view of health across the life span is taken into account to tackle a serious emerging epidemic of brain disease. This epidemic has important funding, ethical, legal and health service delivery implications that are distinct among the general health concerns in respect to an ageing Australian population.
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